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“Casting the vision”
Nehemiah Chapter 2 verses 11 - 20
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In these verses Nehemiah is facing the kind of situation that
happens in many churches. When you have a vision from
God there will always be external and internal problems to
overcome. We see Nehemiah’s strategy involves, challenging,
motivating and encouraging. These elements are so important
if a church is to move forward in achieving what God wants
of it.
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Bearing this in mind look at the following questions.
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1) What conflicts, if any, do you see between being organized
and being dependent on the Holy Spirit?
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2) Why are the four elements of Nehemiah’s speech (Verses
17 - 18) so critical to motivating the people?
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3) Which elements is most needed for motivating our church?
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4) S. D. Gordon (1859-1936), author and lay minister said”
“A united church would be an unconquerable church”. Do
you agree?
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